Abstract-In literature, a stochastic model for spreading nodes in a cellular cell is available. Despite its existence, the current method does not offer any versatility in dealing with sectored layers. Of course, this needed adaptability could be created synthetically through heuristic means. However, due to selective sampling, such practice dissolves the true randomness sought. Hence, in this paper, a universal exact scattering model is derived. Also, as an alternative to exhaustive simulation, a generic close-form path-loss predictor between a node and a BS is obtained. Further, using these results, an algorithm based on the superposition principle is proposed. This will ensure greater emulation flexibility, and attain a heterogeneous spatial density.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of cellular technology is still, and even more significant as move toward 4G systems with WiMAX, LTE, and MBWA [1] . Therefore, time and cost efficient analysis of such systems based on simulation is equally vital.
In this paper, the emphasis will be on random emulation of terminals spatial position. And, such study is conducted because the emplacement of nodes will impact factors such as: network capacity, coverage area, connectivity, resource consumption, interference, etc. Hence, it is a common practice by researchers and design engineers to spread random nodes in a circular cell [2] [3] , representing an ideal EM radiation profile of a Base Station (BS). Also, distribution in an annulus is often conducted to study edge related aspects of a contour, among others [3] [4] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive exact stochastic method exists for dropping nodes in different mutations of a circular cell, without relying on biased sampling. Thus, in section II, a universal model to achieve this will be derived such that randomness is preserved. Then, in Section III, a path-loss predictor for this new model will be obtained as a generalization to that shown in [5] . Finally in Section IV, using these results, an algorithm called CSA, with greater node spreading flexibility, will be proposed. we assume uniform spreading in the area of interest "D", then the joint Probability Density Function (PDF) becomes the reciprocal of this surface. Next, for ease of analysis, after transforming this PDF to polar coordinates, we find:
, , θ ∈ . Now, with (1), the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) along "r" becomes:
Further, using the inverse transformation algorithm, the CDF in (2) is made equal to some random sample "u 1 " generated from a uniform density between zero and one, i.e.
( )
. Then, the inverse CDF, which is + ∈ » , becomes:
As for the angle, it is produced by:
( ) Exact stochastic scattering of terminals.
III. A GENERIC PATH-LOSS PREDICTOR
Being able to predict the density of a Path-Loss (PL) is always essential in wireless communications. Typically, the way to do this relies on intense Monte Carlo simulation. 
Inputs

-CSA Matrix 2 -Zeros Vector 3 -Radii Matrix 4 -Angles Matrix 5 -Nodes Vector
-Limits of a Specific
Sector [each sector is within 2 radii and 2 angles]. + Ψ , where "α" and "β" rely on the specific mobile system used, "r 0 " is the close-in distance, "r" is the separation between a node and a BS, and " Ψ " is the contribution due to shadowing with a zero-mean Gaussian distribution and variance "σ Ψ ". Thus, from the inside of (2) we get the PDF for the radius; then, since "α, β, r 0 " are deterministic values and shadowing is independent from random variable "r", hence convolution is used to get: 
IV. CELLULAR-BASED SUPERPOSITION ALGORITHM -CSA
The model derived and analyzed above, gives the possibility to spread nodes unbiasedly in a specific sector. At this level, we may harness these findings and create an algorithm that gives the freedom to a cellular analyst or designer to selectively spread nodes in locations desired. This is done, because diverse users clustering schemes are caused by manmade and natural terrain features. The approach is based on splitting a circular cell into "L" onion-like layers; and then partition each layer into "S i " sectors, where i=1,2,..,L. Totally, there are "γ" sectors, and in each sector "n m " nodes are spread where m=1,2,..,γ. Once the simulation dropping is complete, after several iterations, the superposition principle can be applied to get the overall spatial distribution of the cell, hence the name CSA. This method is a simple emulation tool that proves useful, and achieves non-homogeneity, when knowledge about a cell site is known or hypothesized. Heterogeneous spatial distribution using the CSA algorithm. In this contribution we derived exact stochastic expressions for node scattering and PL density, unbiased and more generic and than those currently employed. We then used the results and showed CSA, a more flexible spatial algorithm for nonhomogenous node emulation. Last, simulation was used to reaffirm the validity of theoretical analysis.
